
 

DEEP AWAKE TRAINING AND 
TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM 

the training and transformation program will empower you to guide others to the deep awake 
state using soul-to-soul meditations, soul transmutation counselling and paralogical philosophy 

on a one to one basis with people interested in awakening 

as an addition to your current work skills 

as a powerful aid to individual counselling 

for one to one spiritual guidance 

at local deep awake life groups 

at introductory deep awake life events 

working in the community with appropriate groups to bring connection and kindness 
where it is needed 



you can use this training in a voluntary or professional capacity as appropriate 

it is for everyone who wants to go deeper into the experience of awakening and to feel 
empowered to share their realisations with others … whether they intend to speak 
publicly or simply communicate more clearly with friends and family 

INFORMATION AND TRANSFORMATION  

this program offers advanced spiritual coaching in T!M’s unique approach to awakening 

it is beneficial that you have already attended a deep awakening retreat before beginning 
the training program  

if this is impossible, however, it is not completely necessary, as long as you are familiar with 
T!M’s books and videos 

during the training T!M draw on his decades of experience to share with you what he has learned 
about how to effectively guide people to the deep awake state   

this is involves both imparting clear information … 

and also enabling you to undergo the personal transformation necessary for you to 
communicate authentically 

at each seminar you will engage with practices to increase your  competence and confidence as 
a deep awake guide 

this takes time and repetition, so it recommended to attend more than one training retreat 
if at all possible 

CERTIFICATION  

seminars in this programme are offered regularly to deepen your ongoing  process of training 
and transformation 

after attending 2 seminars in this program you will receive a certificate affirming that you 
have gone through this process with T!M, which you can use as appropriate in your work 

this training can contribute to CPD … ’continuing professional development’ 



MORE INFORMATION  

you can watch a video of T!M explain his vision for the deep awake training and transformation 
program here 

you can watch video testimonials of participants in the training describing their experiences of 
the deep awakening here 

details of forthcoming training retreats here 

If you have any questions T!M’s life-partner debbie is happy to personally talk with you …  
you can contact her on  

 debbie@timfreke.com   +44 (0)781 786 8859 

join our deep awake training community 
and let's wake up the world together

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ_EnQHQm1I
http://timfreke.com/media1/video-testimonials.aspx
http://timfreke.com/Events/Training-and-Transformation-Program.aspx
mailto:debbie@timfreke.com

